
Foreclosure vs. Short Sale

Loan Foreclosure Successful Short Sale

Future Loans - Primary Residences

Fannie Mae A homeowner who loses a home to Foreclosure is 

ineligible for a Fannie Mae backed mortgage for a period 

of 5 years.

A homeowner who successfully negotiates 

and closes a short sale will be eligible for a 

Fannie Mae backed mortgage after only 2 

years.

FHA Loan - Late A homeowner who loses a home to Foreclosure is 

ineligible for a Fannie Mae backed mortgage for a period 

of 5 years.

3 years from the date the FHA insurance

claim is paid to the lender - not the date of

the short sale closing

FHA Loan - Current A homeowner who loses a home to Foreclosure is 

ineligible for a Fannie Mae backed mortgage for a period 

of 5 years.

No Wait - borrower must be current on all

obligations, including installment debt

VA Loan - Late A homeowner who loses a home to Foreclosure is 

ineligible for a Fannie Mae backed mortgage for a period 

of 5 years.

3 Years

VA Loan - Current A homeowner who loses a home to Foreclosure is 

ineligible for a Fannie Mae backed mortgage for a period 

of 5 years.

3 Years

Conventional loan - Late* A homeowner who loses a home to Foreclosure is 

ineligible for a Fannie Mae backed mortgage for a period 

of 5 years.

3 Years

Conventional Loan - Current* On any future 1003 application, a prospective borrower 

will have to answer YES to question C in Section VIII of 

the standard 1003 that asks “Have you had property 

foreclosed upon or given title or deed in lieu thereof in the 

last 7 years?” This will affect future rates.

No Wait - borrower must be current on all

obligations, including installment debt

Future Loans - Non-Primary  Residences

Fannie Mae Loan An Investor who allows a property to go to Foreclosure is 

ineligible for a Fannie Mae backed investment mortgage 

for a period of 7 years.

An investor who successfully negotiates and

closes a short sale will be eligible for a

Fannie Mae backed investment mortgage

after only 2 years.

Conventional loan - Late* On any future 1003 application, a prospective borrower 

will have to answer YES to question C in Section VIII of 

the standard 1003 that asks “Have you had property 

foreclosed upon or given title or deed in lieu thereof in the 

last 7 years?” this will affect future rates.

7 Years

Conventional Loan - Current* On any future 1003 application, a prospective borrower 

will have to answer YES to question C in Section VIII of 

the standard 1003 that asks “Have you had property 

foreclosed upon or given title or deed in lieu thereof in the 

last 7 years?” this will affect future rates.

5 Years
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Foreclosure vs. Short Sale

Issue Foreclosure Successful Short Sale

Future Loans - Primary Residences

Credit Score Score may be lowered anywhere from 250 to over 300

points. Typically will affect score for over 3 years.

Only late payments on mortgage will show,

and after sale, mortgage is normally

reported as ‘paid as agreed’, ‘paid as

negotiated’, or ‘settled’. This can lower the

score as little as 50 points if all other

payments are being made. A short sale’s

effect can be as brief as 12 to 18 months.

Credit History Foreclosure will remain as a public record on a person’s

credit history for 10 years or more.

A Short Sale is not reported on a persons

credit history. There is no specific reporting

item for ‘short sale’. In most cases a

loan is typically reported ‘paid in full,

settled’ or ‘paid as negotiated’.

Security Clearances Foreclosure is the most challenging issue against a

security clearance outside of a conviction of a serious

misdemeanor or felony. If a client has a foreclosure and

is a police officer, in the military, in the CIA, Security, or

any other position that requires a security clearance in

almost all cases clearance will be revoked and position

will be terminated.

On its own, a short sale does not challenge

most security clearances.

Current Employment Employers have the right and are actively checking the

credit regularly of all employees who are in sensitive

positions. A foreclosure in many cases is ground for

immediate reassignment or termination.

A short sale is not reported on a credit

report and is therefore not a challenge

to employment.

Future Employment Many employers are requiring credit checks on all job

applicants. A foreclosure is one of the most detrimental

credit items an applicant can have and in most cases will

challenge employment.

A short sale is not reported on a credit

report and is therefore not a challenge

to employment.

Deficiency Judgment In 100% of foreclosures (except in those states where

there is no deficiency) the bank has the right to pursue a

deficiency judgment.

In some successful short sales it is

possible to convince the lender to give up

the right to pursuit a deficiency

judgment against the homeowner.

Deficiency Judgment

(amount)

In a foreclosure the home will have to go through an REO

process if it does not sell at auction. In most cases this

will result in a lower sales price and longer time to sale

in a declining market. This will result in a higher possible

deficiency judgment.

In a properly managed short sale the home

is sold at a price that should be close to

market value and in almost all cases will

be better than an REO sale resulting in a

lower deficiency.
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1 Fannie Mae Announcement 08-16: Michael A. Quinn, Senior Vice President, Single-Family Risk Officer

2 Fannie Mae Announcement 08-16: Michael A. Quinn, Senior Vice President, Single-Family Risk Officer

3 Short sales are currently not explicitly reported on a credit report.

4 Short sales are currently not explicitly reported on a credit report.

5 Short sales are currently not explicitly reported on a credit report.

*Availability varies by lender

**Does not offer second-property loans

SOURCES:

MORTGAGEE LETTER 09-52, 4155.1 CHAPTER 4.C.2 effective date Dec 16 2009

http://www.hud.gov/offices/adm/hudclips/letters/mortgagee/2009ml.cfm



Credit Implications
Now more and more homeowners are in a quandary. They are not behind on their mortgage nor in any stage of foreclosure, yet they have to sell their 

home which has dropped in value and would end up being a short sale. Although some banks are accepting short sales that are not in default, it is hit or 

miss. An impending foreclosure really motivates the bank. The thought of yet another non-performing asset does not bode well with the balance sheet so 

the bank really doesn’t want to become a homeowner.

So as a homeowner in this situation what are your options? Well for one keep paying as agreed and wait for the market to turn around. If that isn’t  

an option because of an up-coming ARM reset, forced relocation, or other outside circumstance out of your control, then you have some tough  

choices to make. You have to look at your monthly expenses and arrange them according to priority and see if paying your mortgage makes logical  

and economical sense. For example if your refrigerator is empty and you have 1/4 tank of gas and your choice is to pay your mortgage or eat and be 

able to get to work, only you can make that decision.

We would never advise anyone to miss loan payments for the sole purpose of gaining leverage for negotiating a short sale. If you can’t make your  

payments you need to seek help. Voluntarily stopping making your payments as a strategy for some other reason is not advisable.

Owners of investment property may have a tougher time but it really depends on the individual’s finances. If the investor has a portfolio of investment 

properties and wants to short sell one because it is under performing, good luck. On the other hand, the small time investor with one or two properties 

may have a fighting chance if you present a good case, demonstrating insolvency. See IRS Form 982 for filing purposes and  !"#$%&'('&)$#&*+'

(  !$"&("&,

As with any financial transaction there are certain credit score implications that come attached. When one gets involved in homeownership or investment 

property, you hope to build your credit score in the hopes of moving on to bigger and better things in the future. The caveat is if something goes amiss 

the opposite effect is the result.

2 Years VS. 10 Years
Your credit will be marred whether you decide to let the bank foreclose or the property is sold via a short sale. However you can begin effective  

credit rating recovery after 2 years with a short sale, from the date of satisfaction reporting to credit bureaus, 3 years for an FHA loan. A foreclosure  

will adversely affect your credit score for up to 5-10 years. Often times after a foreclosure the homeowner has to file for bankruptcy, the proverbial 

double whammy.

Lifetime YES
There are only two things that follow you for the rest of your life, a felony conviction and a foreclosure. True after 10 years it may drop off your credit 

report, however almost every lending institution has the magic question - Have you ever had a foreclosure? If you’ve had one you must answer yes, 

answering no could be considered fraud and that would open you up to a host of other legal problems.

Credit Report Monitoring
Unlike a foreclosure, or a bankruptcy there is no credit reporting designation for short sale. Lenders may report that the loan is satisfied as agreed, or for 

less than the full amount or in some rare instances as satisfied in full. There is no set rule on the impact of your credit and consequently it is imperative 

that you routinely monitor your credit rating to make certain the satisfaction of the loan is promptly reported by the lender to all three credit bureaus.

Foreclosure De!ciency
After a foreclosure the bank will sell the property to recoup their losses. The proceeds of the sale will be subtracted from what was owed plus ALL 

expenses (Holding costs, attorney’s fees, repair costs, etc.). If the bank is unable to recoup all their losses, and the property does not meet the ARS33-

814g criteria as outlined on page nine, they have the right to file suit against the former owner for the shortfall, in the form of a deficiency judgment.  

So just because they took back the property, all is not said and done. The foreclosure can haunt you for years to come.

For a free confidential consultation or for more information on foreclosures or short sales, contact your Fidelity National Title Representative today.

More banks and more are accepting short sales that are not in default.

You should always seek the advice of professionals. A real estate attorney, 

tax accountant and REALTOR team is irreplaceable


